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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

A full  stop  (.)   is used   Lo   indicate decimals. 

A comma (,)  is  used  to  distinguish thousands and millions. 

A slash  (/)   indi catee   a fu .-Id-season covering part of two  consecutive 

years,  e.g.,  1974/7=,. 

Use of a hyphen   (-)  between years,  e.g.,   1974-1975,   signifies the full 

period involved,  including the beginning and end years. 

Référencée to "dollars"   indicate United States dollars,   unless otherwise 

stated. 

The monetary unit  in Yugoslavia is the dinar   (Din).     In September I975 

its value 111 relation to   the United States dollar was |1 *  Din 17.00. 

The following abbreviations are used in this report: 

BiH      Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

OOUR    Osnovna Organizacija UJruSenog Rada (A  self-managed unit 
of an enterprise) 

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in thi« 

publication do not imply the expression of any opinion whatever on the part 

of the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any 

country, territory,  city and area or of its authorities, or concerning the 

delimitation of its frontiers. 

Mention of company names and commercial products does not imply 

endorsement by the United Nations Industrial Development Organisation. 
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SUMMARY 

The  consultant, an expert   in furniture design,  spent three months  in 

Yugoslavia from  I5 April  to  14 Juno 1V7C> and from 1 September to  1 October 

1975«    HiE mission formed  part   of the parent project "Centre for the 

Development  of the Furniture and Joinery Industries, Sarajevo" 

(DP/YUa/73/OOo).    During his stay in Yugoslavia he was assigned  to the 

DeBign Centre of §TPAD, the Forest  Industry Enterprise,   at  Sarajevo. 

The  consultant's findings were principally that  in order to meet the 

demands of a fast-growing industry, the Design Centre needed to  expand  its 

facilities for wood technology,  quality control,  design, marketing research, 

information, product organization and training personnel.    He found further 

that the furniture industry in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH)  suffered from a 

lack of co-ordination and flow of information among factories.     He  judged the 

quality of the production to be between 30 and 60 per cent of what was tech- 

nically possible.    He also felt that 9IPAD was in need of larger sales out- 

lets using more modern display techniques. 

His principal recommendations were for introducing new designs to stimu- 

late exports;    for increasing the number of designers on the staff of the 

Centre}    for training workers,  especially in quality and craftraanship;    and 

for improving quality control, marketing and display.    He also recommended 

study tours and fellowships for designers, and the study of foreign 

languages. 
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INTRODUCTION 

H-  constant's mignon wan  part   of the  larger project  "Centro  for the 

!>• veioprnent   of th..  Pumi tun   ana ,!oinorj   Inuustrnn,  Sarajevo» 

ÍDIA1K;/7VüO.).    TI:,   pi.o„.-t   was   submitted  l.v th,   Government   of  Yugoslavia 

"• Member  i .,-.,   ari-rcva  t.y the United Nation;' Development  Programme  (UNDP) 

m  September l'-V4  ^   ^ th, United Nation, Industrial Development 

ürgam.ation (UNIDO), the- executing agency,  in August  ly74.    The project  wao 

»oh.,iul.si  to  start   on  1   ^vUmi,r  1 -,4   and  to   last   tor three years  and   four 

renins.     The -UDF  contribution was  $555,000 and   the contribution  of the 
•Jov, ram ont   of Yugoslavia war Dir;   Ì ' •,. 47,'J00. 

The  long-range  objectives,   a*   set   forth   in the project   document,   were to 

••nable  th,   furniture  ana   finery   industries,   initially  in  the  Republic  of 

ro:-r_a   and ,j,..,,egovma  (PiH)   and   later   in  all  of  Yugoslavia,  to make  a 

i;nat,r  contribution to  the-  economy  oi' the  country and to  increase their 

Pail legation in domestic  and  foreign markets.     Immediate objectivée were to 

help  the   industries to   mercase  the  value  of their products,  to  improve 

quality,  to  reduce  costs  of  production,   to design new products  and  to  fore- 

cast   market   requirements  rind   alapï   production accordingly. 

During his stay in Yugoslavia the  consultant  was assigned to the counter- 

part   agency, gjPAD ,  at  Sarajevo.    §IPAD   is an integrated corporation of wood- 

working industries with more than 120  factories in BiH,  employing some 55,000 

Persons and covering the complete  range  of wood-processing industries from 

forestry:     sawmills,  pulp and  paper production,  wood-based boards  (plywood, 

particle  board,   fibrcboard),   joinery and prefabricated houses,  furniture etc. 

The merger of the various production units into the SlPAD organization 

took place three years ago.    It  now  incudes 28 furniture factories and has 

about   120 furniture outlets in all of Yugoslavia.    During the preparatory 

period leading up to this project, the SlPAD Design Centre was formed and the 

Institute of Wood Technology was  integrated into SlPAD. 

The principal  aim of BiH in the development  of this  sector is to double 

the  production of furniture and to treble that of joinery within five years, 

increasing the work force from b.000 to 9,000 persons in the furniture 

industry and trebling it to 4,500 persons in the joinery industry.    At present 

SlPAD accounts for 80 per cent  of the total forest  in the Republic and 
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produces 8[> por cent   of the manufactured ("finished")  wood products.     The 

supply of raw matenalr,   is adéquat«  since one  third  of the country's total 

forest   resources are  located within Bill.    Two thirds of the total  am  broad- 

leaved  species,  mainly  beech,   and  one  third  are  conifers with  firn,   pines and 
spruce predominating. 

Of these  species the furniture industry will have to concentrate  on the 

use  of beech and   pine.     Both  are extremely well-suited  to furniture  production, 

especially when the  furniture   is designed according to the  characteristics  of 
the wood. 

The policy of increasing the production of manufactured products to the 

point  where the wood resources are fully utilized will  doubtless raise employ- 

ment   in and increase the  income of the wood-working enterprises. 

The consultant  was recruited by UNIDO as  an expert   in furniture design 

and undertook two assignments at the SlPAD Design Centre.    The first  was from 

lb April to 14 June 1975 and the second was from 1 September to 1 October 

1975»    In the period between assignments he spent 12 days in Denmark 

establishing contacts and compiling information for the SlPAl)  Design Centre 
and the project. 

His tasks,  according to the job description were: 

(a) To review and assess the aesthetic value and marketability 
abroad of the present and paBt production marketed through 
SIPADÎ 

(b) To advise on the introduction of new design details; 

(c) In collaboration with the market research expert, to recommend 
procedures for the development  of new products and their intro- 
ductior into product ioni 

(d) To recommend methods for the creation of design awareness 
among potential designers of furniture and to establish a 
programme with this in view; 

(e) To advise when requested on: 

(i) Adaptation of production to market requirements; 

(ii) Introduction of new materials; 

(iii) Introduction of modern surf ace-finishing methods; 

(iv) Improvement of quality. 

During hie mission to Yugoslavia he visited the following factories: 



Vania at  Vi legrad 

Standard at  Sarajevo 

Namestaj  at  Gradaiac 

Konjun at Zivinice 

4 Novembar at  Bihar 

Una at Boscanska Krufia 
Luc at Trebinjc 

Ne ret va at Konjic 

Budoínoírt  at Bocanaki Saman 

The speeme llroble„ rclatine to 

futuro assistance in design. 

The «»!,»  al50 vioitod the Int(!rilati0„al 

3^-bo, 1975  in th,  .-«pan, of the rtaff of the 2 • - 

the Institute for »ood TochnoloeJ at ^„„^ Bere ^ 
fr" 

I 
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I.    FINDINGS 

Need for marketing, quality control  and training 

A project  of this size needs not   only a large-scale investment  in the 

production capacity, but  also at the same time plans for technology,  quality 

control,   organization, marketing documentât Lon,  design and the training of 

both workers and  sales personnel. 

If the Centre is expected to be self-supporting in the development   of 

furniture and joinery,  for the Republic of BiH and for all of Yugoslavia, the 

following departments should be  included: 

Wood technology, with a prototype workshop and quality control 

Design 

Marketing 

Documentation, including an information service 

Product organization 

Training 

At the time of the consultant's mission only the Wood Technology 

Institute and the Design Centre existed. 

The co-ordination is unsatisfactory among the factories affiliated with 

SITAD and the Centre.    With the general breakdown of communication, the 

factories tend to seek information in Zagreb, Belgrade or Ljubljana.    The aims 

and work of the Centre should be made clear to the factories so that they 

would request information and assistance from it  in such matters as sales, 

marketing, technology and quality control instead of seeking this information 

elsewhere. 

The pit—at «tate of furniture production 

An internal flow of informait ion is lacking between SlPAD and the 

factories.    One factory doea not know what the others are doing, with the 

raault that all turn out more or leas the sane products - especially wall 

unita - in competition with each other.    The same applies to upholstered 

furniture)    several factories produca chaira and couches that look identical. 

In general the upholstered furniture is too large, too deep and does not 

giva enough support. 
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Tin- tablón aiv too hit;h according to Scandinavian usage   - about  75.7t,  can 
in irte ad of  7Y   cm. 

The quality of the metal   frame for the office furniture   in not up to the 

standard required  for export,  and  office  chairs are needed to  complement the 
doLik  line. 

The quality of the fittings used  in poor and the  choice too limited; 

there   v.eaa to  be  nome  import   restrict lonn  on fit tinga uced for  assembly,   for 

instance,  from Germany (HKfelc)  and from Denmark (Siso).    Theue fittings are 

needed if the  quality is to be improved.     It might be an idea to tackle this 
problem at   the §T:AP   level. 

The tablee are not  constructed  strongly enough;    they vibrate too much, 

the particle  boards are not   good enough,   and the material under the laminates 

or veneers "telegraph." through.    With regard to the wall  system, the doors 

do not meet   at  the  same level  and the door handles are not  always placed at 

the  came height   (a difference of 12 mm was measured).    Outside veneers are 

different from those used inside;     edge-banding with 0.7 mm veneer does not 

result   in good quality products and some  of the upper doors do not  even have 
veneer on the top edge. 

The measures inside of some wall  systems do not give space enough for 

hanging objects - 40 cm is about  20 cm too little for wardrobe use.    A feeling 

for quality is  lacking;    on the average the consultant  judged the quality to 

be between 30  and 60 per cent  of that technically possible.    It was his im- 

pression that   some of the furniture even looked old and used before it had 

left the factory.    As the factories have a relatively high level of technical 

facilities for their production, the problem may lie with the internal trans- 
port   system. 

Quality control  is also a problem.    Poor quality is not  always recognized 

and does not directly influence the workers,«  salary.    Nevertheless, clear 

progress both in design and quality could be noticed between the time of the 

Zagreb Pair in April and that in September.    Several new ideas had been intro- 

duced in the construction of school furniture, office furniture, dining group., 
stacking chairs, sitting groups etc. 

M 
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New plants 

Several huge plants are under construction with floor areas ranging from 
2 

(>t000 up to 19,000 m .    An enormous production is going to be put  on the 

market  in a few months, and as no marketing or market  research has been made, 

there  is an urgent need to create  original  designs for these plants. 

8IPAD  sales outletB 

Most of the SlPAD sales outlets are too small, which limits the possi- 

bility of an interesting display of different SlPAD furniture.    The product- 

range  is too narrow,  and the  similarity of products together with the lack of 

correct  lighting make for an uninspired display. 

The Design Centre 

The Design Centre is understaffed.    It  is impossible for eight  or nine 

designers, however skilled, to cope with the design needs of 28 furniture 

factories*   Furthermore, some of them are occupied most  of the time with 

preparing for different exhibitions.    These circumstances make it difficult 

to allocate time for the development of new designs;    the designers are more 

or less obliged to produce "catalogue design"* 

During the first part of the consultant* s assignment it was difficult for 

him to co-operate closely with his counterparts because they were busy 

designine school furniture.    In addition, there was a demand from the sales 

department for designs of six wall systems for the USSR.    The problem was 

solved by the national project director, Mr. V* Sola ja, who made contact 

directly with the factories and the free-lance designers.    This approach led 

to the successful results of the mission in that several different lines were 

then put into production. 

The lack of kmowledge of foreign languages was a serious problem, 

••yoimlly la *•* producing OOUBs of SlPAD. and much time was lost because no 

interpreter una available «man nmsdsd. 

-- ^ -'J--"---|MiiiiniiiMia»tmMiiili •iiiimaimimïmiâframmla^^ 



KMOMMRNDATIONS 

0¡K   oï  tue !i,.);Tt   urgent   lu'o.ín,   if SlPAD  want;*  to  increase  the; production 

l'or both the homo and the   export  market,   is l'or new modelt; with  original 

io:'! ¡i;;'. 

Copi et;  havo  to  iv   .-e ! :   at   lower prices than  originala.     Kurmturo design 

in a proooi'L-   of  ti'iai   aii'i   n qro'ro;- much patience,   since   perhaps  only  ora.  of 

^0   idean ma.v  bo  expected   to   reach the production  otage.     The   industry must   bo 

prepared  to   invetri    <  to  lj  per cent   of  it t:   turnover  in product   development  and 

to  pay  royalties' to dosignors   l row. Yugoslavia and  abroad   in oi-ier to get  new 

modele,     Because  o:   the   enormous capacity   of the  SliAD  plants,   the  royalty 

could be   less  than Die  [-,  por   cent   paid  in  Scandinavia,   probably  1   to   3 per 

cent  depending on the  production  envisaged.    The  royalty  should  be based on 

the production  price  (factory price).    In this way ^TPAD  should  get   enough 

designs since many architects and designers would be interested in co- 

operating with  it. 

The Design Centre 

The Design Centre is understaffed;     for 28 factories the Centre should 

have about   lb to 18 full-time furniture designers instead of the present eight 

or nine.    There  should also be co-operation with free-lance architects and 

designers,   and each factory  should employ  one or two designers to correct 

designs for production within the factory. 

The free-lance designers and the designers within the factories should be 

supplied with market information and materials from the Design Centre in order 

to have an equal  opportunity for developing new designs. 

On the  other hand,  all  new designs should be cleared by the Design Centre 

or a product  co-ordinator so that they are not  in competition.    In this way 

the Design Centre would develop new designs and would act as a link between 

the factories and the marketing department,  putting into production the types 

of furniture  identified in the marketing research. 

The Design Centre should concentrate on the following dutieBl 

(a)    Creating original  designs, some with a national character; 

• 
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(b) Co-operating with the  Instituto for Wood Technology regarding 
the feasibility of new construct ion techniques and technological 
processes from the point  of  view of both production and design; 

(c) Selecting a range of fabrics  -  colours and patterns - in co- 
operation with the  sales department,  in order to unify the 
modela and facilitate combining different modeln  in one loca- 
tion  (large-scale  purchases  al so  recuit   in a  better price  being 
obtained); 

(d) Designing ^nd  supervising exhibitions not  only at   fairs,  but 
also at  the SlPAD sales outlets,   and training personnel   in 
modern display,   including the use of lighting,   colours,  carpets 
et c. ; 

(e) Designating a small team of designers to concentrate on designing 
specially for institutions - hotels,  schools,  offices etc. 
(with the vaßt  increase of capacity in this sector a sizable 
production should be possible); 

(f )    Considering the adoption of the  Scandinavian system of IKEA. 
According to this system, which has been an enormous success, 
consumers assemble the furniture themselves with some  small 
fittings.    One may choose  it   in the showroom and take the 
package with the item he want st  pay in cash,  bring it home 
and assemble it himself.    No  special account,  no loan,  returns 
or claims are accepted for eight  days, and the price is  30 per 
cent  lower because of large series production and reduced 
services to customers«    Th<3 quality of the products of IKEA 
is no*  affected by the low price.    If this approach is intro- 
duced, the line of products should be designed in detail so 
that the whole range of furniture would fit together. 

In order to make the work of the Design Centre more rational and since 

wages will be the main expense,  it would be an advantage to supply the Centre 

with the following equipment: 

(a) Drawer machines (tabletop 1x2 m)j 

(b) Projector for visualizing and enlarging the scale of drawings; 

(c) Polaroid cameras for temporary use, sc that details can be 
remembered and discussed afterwards; 

(d) Photo-copying machine} 

(e) Blue-print copying machine (depending on the rentability). 

There should be a amali workshop with equipment for making small-scale 

modela (1»5 or HIO) as well as «od«Is of exhibition layout* (soale ltlOO). 

The Deal*« Centre should have aooess to this workshop. 

•tMÉAlÉHW 
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Product  co-ordinator 

A  person should be  appointed to co-ordinate the work of the sales 

department, the Design Centre and the  various (XXJRs.    This co-ordinator should 

be   m charge oi  the whole SI PAD  programme;    his task would be to produce  a 

homogeneous and  complement ary collection. 

Prototype workshop 

The  prototype workshop should be the link between the Design Centre  and 

the Institute for Wood Technology and  should be the place where new construc- 

tions could be produced   and checked.     It   3hould also be  utilized as fully as 

possible for training workers and students in improving the quality.    Bach 

worker should be thoroughly familiarized with problems of quality so that  he 

would be   interested  in  contributing to producing better quality. 

The prototype workshop would be important for the design since it would 

provue designers with prototypes made quickly, instead of their losing time 

in travelling to the factories for each minor change  introduced. 

UNDP/'NIDO has provided equipment  worth about fcJS9O,0O0.    It  lies un- 

packed in the original   crates;     it  should be utilized as soon as possible. 

Some of the prototypes  could still be made at the factories, thuB giving the 

factory concerned advance knowledge of the model and stimulating interest  for 

new models among its workers. 

Fairs 

There are two fairs in Zagreb, one in Belgrade and one in Ste^jpe every 

year, as well as several fairs abroad. 

The preparation foT the participation of Si PAD  in these fairs is left to 

one architect, who does not get the information about what  is going to be 

exhibited in sufficient  time beforehand.      It  is therefore impossible for hia 

to prepare the plans in advance and creates difficulties on the spot* 

A need exists to create a team of three peraons «ho should be infomed 

sufficiently in advance of fairs to be able to make a realistic pisa for the 

whole exhibition and have it confirmed with each factory.    In this «my it 

would be possible to have much better standB at the various exhibitions« 

igftaaSmaa 
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Training workers 

The design of Scandinavian furniture for everyday use has its roots in 

the furniture culture  of previous eras.    Most  of it   is originally crafted by 

master cabinet -makers  in auch a way that the best  furniture is an extension 

of the  craftsman*B personality. 

The furniture-making in BiH ic not  rooted in the  ¡same way in tradition, 

but  it   is now evolving rapidly from small lccal workshops into an industry 

with probably the largest  capacity in Europe.    In this greatly accelerated 

stage the fe;lin '.   of the  individual worker for quality and craftmanship have 

become  lost.    Therefore,  it  is important to establish a practical training 

programme for workers and students.    Probably the best  places would be the 

Institute for Wood Technology and the prototype workshop.    But the training 

must  also take place within the various factories,  in order to involve the 

OOURs more in the project  activities. 

The OQURs 

The requirements of the OOURs should be defined and communicated to the 

Centre  and the Institute with the request that these bodies solve their 

problems, choose the proper specialists for the various tasks and arrange 

their work programe in detail. 

fopt\P OTfflBMIf 

The llPAD newspaper could be used to infoi* the OOURs about activities 

and recommendations.    It  should be more widely used for internal information. 

There should be a comprehensive control and supervisory service.    A 

quality control committee should be established by the Institute for Mood 

Technologyj    it would co-operate closely with the factories and draft the 

detailed requirements for the materials, processing and technology thmt must 

be me* before a quality mark may be put on a piece of furniture,    ftuoh a 

committee could be established in oo-operation with the Danish Institute for 

Technology. 

Tarn producer should accept 

at the factory ami let then take 

at the Institut».   Testing often 

visits of quality-control «sports 

itene fron the production for teating 
partial or complete destruction of the 
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n.riuturv. Poi- .n.'t;un:< , a chair is tcwted in a cecial machine which rocks 

it. /ho nonne- should le iU.OOO cycles for private use and ',0,000 cycles lor 

.¡u"t Ltutional  use. 

A  book about  quality  .-.ontrol   and teatine of  furniture, "Minimalni Uslovi 

Kvaliteta Hamertaja«   (,'JV   paß«),  which war  published   in Yugoslavia in   1974, 

,cerne te  be vo-y  instructive.     : he  testing system  correspond« approximately to 

what   is uaed   in Scandinavia.     It   could be   a valimi   help  in starting   the 

quality-control  operations     In addition to the quality mark, most Danish 

furniture bear::, a tag giving the buyer essential   information about the 

furniture  -  its dimensions,  the materials used,  the surface finish, the 

function,  the durability and how to take  care of the particular piece.     Some 

of the furniture of  gl PAD,   for instance,  the furniture  in national  style, 

should aleo be accompanied by a short  description telling some historical 

fact, about  the or if m of the type, thus giving the customer the   feeling that 

ne has bought  something  of value.    It would make   it  easier for both the 

üealer and the customer to make their choice in this rapidly growing " juuglè" 

cf different materials the  characteristics of which »ay often be difficult for 

the client  to evaluate. 

In the future, new ergonomie considerations, for example,  of the way 

furniture  is used, will   influence the functional demands. 

SlPAD outlets 

SlPAD has some li'O  outlets  in Yugoslavia;     these need to be modernized 

(the consultant visited the ones in Zagreb, Split, Ljubljana, Sarajevo (4), 

Belgrade and Mostar).    Naturally the work of modernization cannot be 

done all  at the same time. 

The task should be  started byî 

(a) Training of salespeople, who ^\^^^.^l¡¡^^t0ñ 

about the poods, their «piality, technical *•*•"•"* V**?^ 
î«\h. long ter« thi. type of trainin« .hould lead to if*remt*d 

sales; 

mam 
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(l^     '"harviri/' the present  layouts of the  store:; by efff-tive une of 
modern display techniques,   such as  including lamps,   curtains,   oar- 
pets and decoration  in the arrangement  of poods  to  be  3old.    A 
step   further woul'1  be to offer a complete  nervine  for  interior 
planning,   including planning the layouts of kitchens.     In cities 
where   there are  two  outlets,   the one  that   is he*ter   situated 
should be the first   to be modernized.       ,!1he shon  in  front of +he 
Hotel   Piiropa at  Sarajevo  should be modernized  in such a way that 
the  entire house  is used  as a STPAD showroom.       r,he house in a 
nice building which needs only a  few changes outside,   apart  from 
a  new entrance  in the  front and an elegant  facade bearing the name 
of    STVAD.       Tnside,   some restoration should be  done,   such as new 
staircases,   lower ceilings,  new lighting- and carpets.       ,T,hin would 
be  the  first  step  in making the name of  5TPAD well-known as a 
place where people  can pet  new furnishings of pood quality.    At 
the   same time mobile exhibitions  should  be installed  in some other 
outlets.    The size could be 4 x 5 metres,  depending on the space 
available, but the  interior should be complete with screen walls, 
lamps,   lighting,   curtainB ai.d carpets,   finished  in  such a way 
that  the customer may see uow the exhibited articles would appear 
in a dwelling. 

The exhibitions should be followed up by a campaign  in the  press or 

perhaps on television,  in the vein of "Buy SlPAD  furniture - buy Bosnian - 

buy quality".     The advertising need not be as direct as this statement but 

should convey this meaning. 

A good graphic designer should be added to the staff to work on advertise- 

ments, trademarks, publications for fairs etc.}     he should give the material 

a uniform appearance that would make it eesy for people to recognize SlPAD • 

This graphic designer should also "design"  packages and assembly instructions. 

Compatit ione 

The idea might be worth considering of initiating a competition among 

Yugoslav designers or perhaps also with international participation«    The sub- 

ject should be presented in such a way that the most futuristic designs are 

avoided and only concrete projects for wood furniture in beeoh or pine for 

such purposes as homes, hotel rooms, or institutions would be considered.    Such 

a competition would require that a royalty be paid as a percentage of the 

produce's price.   Some roles are given in annex I. 

SlPAD oo-opftion with the School for Applied Art 

As SlPAD has a genuine need for new designi * •»•oi»! course might be 

introduced in furniture design at the School for Applied Art.    The pupils 

could be fi ven practical training in drawing, graphic design and anatomy* 
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A. the-e designers would have no need for special academic education, they 

might make good agiotant* for each project« as modelHBaking and arranging 

exhibitions. 

The two last  years should   include courses on wood technology - design, 

„vononi^ and   production techniques.    Sil AD  should provide the possibility 

ror starting tl.u- -urse.    With 28 furniture  faetones there would be enough 

demand for its  ¿-radiate;;. 

New products 

The prosent  use of polyester seems to be rare in BiH.    Consideration 

should be given to its  increased use because  of increasing wages.    The advan- 

tages of a chair shell   (fra»e) made from a rigid polyester block are its low 

price,   its lightness and its   indestructibility.    If this type of frame could 

bc bought  at   a competitive price,  it  would be the product to watch out for. 

The cold-moulding process with polyurethane is uBed in  some of the 

factories, but more attention should be given to the design of the  shell.    The 

price is higher than polyester, but the process makes for less assembly work 

and seems to be the most  promising for the time being. 

The fibre-fill procesa should be carefully assessed together with the 

eoldHiLoulding process since they complement  each other well. 

The integral-foam process and the skin-foming,  soft-foam moulding pro- 

cess will not  be of any interest for the time being mainly because of the hxgh 

cost   of the tool. 

Wood-laminating procedures could be of interest,  since they offer n«. 

possibilities in furniture design.    Presses for laminating could be 1*4111 

at the two factories, Blazuj and Zwornik. 

BiH has a fine quality of marble, which could be used together with wd, 

for instance,  for tabletopB up tc 1 x 2 metres. 

In addition, there could be a small production of aabtraye, candl- 

holders etc.  in marble m order to use this material to its full extent. 

Toys in wood and kitchen équipent from the Varda 1 fcrrtv factories 

are other products which could easily be introduced. 
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Marketing department 

This department  should start  its operations as  soon ac possible in order 

to undertake research on foreign and domestic markets,  analyse the results 

and  pass the information on to the Design Centre to  cerve as guidelines.    At 

present, modelo are  chosen by guessing whether they will be suited for any 

given market. 

Until this department is operating and gives reliable information, the 

consultant would suggest that  a stop be made to the erection of new plants, 

and,  if the need for more plantB becomes apparent, that they should be made 

analler (maximum 3,000-6,000 mc)  since they would thus be easier to manage in 

planning and introducing changes in production« 

The following factories would like to co-operate with the market  research 

expert and to seek his advice as soon as possible on the marketing policy for 

the new lines that they are going to introduces 

Una at Bosaanska Krupa 

4 Movenbar at Binai 

Varda at Vif jrad 

Kämest a j at QradaBac 

Study tours and fellowships 

Study tours and fellowships are included in the project document and 

would be good ways in which to train the staff.    A committee should be formed 

to nominate the right candidate.    The free-lance and factory designers and 

technicians, who are concerned with the problems of design, should have the 

same possibility of being awarded fellowships or of participating in study 

tours a« the staff of the Design Centre and the Institute.    Both study tours 

and fellowships must be preparad carefully in advanoe in order to have the 

mairimr affect.    Mo study tour snutt take place without an interpreter, and 

perhaps an expert should also join the tour» 

For the first study tour it should be arranged for the technicians of 

the Instituts for Hood Technology to visit the Institute for Technology at 

Huf MUSIMI     Perhaps the Instituts in Stockholm and Firn in London should be 

visited for a study mainly of quality-control procedures (anaroximate dura- 

tion 12 days).   This tour should be arranged as early as possible and should 



.M-hi'.ii' more   : ¡.an     :£'tii   Lo  tutu-   persona  plus  an   inti!i-i>r»"t•-!••     The 

..-i. il jvt   i'i'j i. •.'•.-   thai   i-.r.   L-askovie  wcuM   !••   ili«;  naturai   leali r l'or tlu.- 

,r    wlii''t;   .'!.'••. i ¡    »i.>    nula.!,    ••t'i;.     memi ••!•;•   ! ' f •< »ni   the  j.r<»iU''t ; • .li tX^fh.'.      11 

-i,í   i,'  .m   .:!•..   t      :)•• I;"'"'  a;-  wi i i   one  oi   t we designers   in vi"W of   future 

-a¡a i-at ¡    n;       t h       :    .'   ."!,'  PS   ee'aìd    i •   il't.    ¡I i ut     JUltllt;,'   te.da. 

;•)..•   .•• , o;, 1    "fi-i,.   '. "•..!',  whi'i.   i'oui'i   t.-    ii'i'u¡.(:rd   l'or thi    furniture 

•^Ti.er.   v'!'":;;   tf''    -'l'.'iiiiù'.'iitn,   f re,-lane- a. eigner:-   ~nd  ¡».'ina}'.;  one or two 

.   )     at ."..ili   tat.«    plaee   in Ma,,    in  oliler lo   ree  the   taira in 

,:¡\¿.     'Ï   the.'1   io-1 ¿mers  -íW  not   included   in  the   fi.ri.Tt tour, 

fror,  tin   1 Ji.'t j ' 

•'' ; etü.a;; 'i.   al.a 

1 !,• ./  ., ali   vi.i:   th-   institut,    for Technology  ai  Copenhagen ano   perhaps Fira 

,i;  :lhi-,::i.:!,      .:.-.;.'   • amid  also  he   arr.-uiged  to the  design centres   in  London, 

KranKfart   .,.r i    riu,   {• -ii'hi.  to ten   part i..-i pant :•   plus  an  interpreter;     duration 

about   i.    te   14   da' s). 

'l'i.,   pj'i. .,-.-t    1. t anient   includes  two  fel !owships of two month::  ouch.     The 

f, rst   includes  a  two-'ionth stay in the United  States of America.    The  consult- 

ant   proposes that   the  fellow spends 10 day:' on the Bant Coast,  10 days on the 

W'-irt Coast  and   10 day::  in Canada (Montreal   area).    The trade centre  in 

GhLout'o O'^rt)   should he visited.     Furthermore,   it  would be an advantage if it 

euuld  t-e arranged  for the fell own to  join a team of designers l'or a month,  for 

inutai.ee,  at  the furniture centre  in Grand Rapids or perhaps with Baker 

Furniture   m New York.    This trip  should take place  in March-April   (details 

are given in annex V).    The second fellowship (in Earope) could consist   of a 

one-mont li stay  in Scandinavia and another month in the Eastern European 

countries. 

A visit to Japan might be another possiblity since that country hae a 

fast-growing production of furniture; but this would imply changes in the 

budget and in the project document. 

Language problems 

Language problems are a serious barrier to coamunication;    few SIPAD 

employees speak any foreign language sufficiently well.    Intensive coursée 

should be introduced as 30on as possible within llPAD (some people fro« the 

production should benefit  from these).    The consultant would like to stress 

that this assignnent would probably have been a failure if Mrs. °*       lie had 

not been present to interpret    during all the factory visits*    The inter- 

preters assigned to UNIDO experts should know the various technical expressi 

Two or three interpreters might be needed by the project. 

mm 
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III.    RESULTS OP THE MISSION 

The work of the mission can be divided  into throe parts: 

(a) Co-operation with the Design Centra:; 

(b) Co-operation with  the  various OOURs  and the designers  there; 

(c) Meetings and work done during a 10-day stay at Copenhagen 
in August. 

Co-operation with the Design Centre 

The SlI'AD  range of furniture was discussed with the staff of the Design 

Centre,  and findings and recommendation were  sent  to the OOURs.    The Zagreb 

Fair was visiled ii.   lay and September.    A meeting was organised on  27 May for 

the staff of the Design Centre, the Wood Technology Institute,   and  representa- 

tives of various production OOURs.     About   30 persons were prosent.     The 

consultantes findings relating to the furniture viewed at the Fair were 

communicated and recommendations for different  changes were made and 

discussed.    After the discussion, the Danish film "Sit down,  sit Danish" arid 

120 diapositive slides on Danish furniture production were shown. 

On 29 May a meeting with the top management  of SlPAD took place.    The 

consultant's findings and recommendations were explained and discussed.    (For 

the minutée of this meeting,  see annex II.)    Present  at the meeting were the 

Deputy General Director, Mr. Pjaca, Messrs. Todorovic, Milic,  Sarajlija, 

Praskac, Jusic, Mercvajler and Solaja and Mrs. Stanisic. 

The Design Centre should complete the office furniture designed partly 

for 4 Novembar factory in the first  part of the assignment  and finished 

during the consultant's stay in Denmark. 

A line of furniture for laboratory UBe should be studied to determine 

whether it meets the local needs.    The existing programme and the programme 

for new design (especially a change in designing for institutions) were 

reviewed and discussed.    Problems regarding the organization of the Design 

Centre were also discussed.    During the last days of the mission some dining 

tables, chairs and sideboards were designed for Konjuh, and prototypes were 

to be produced.    A sofa group should be ready for OOUR Radnik so that a pro- 

totype can be produced. 
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Co-operation with the OOURs 

During the  first  part  of this mission separato  reports were made on each 

production OOUR visited, translated  into Serbo-Croat  and sent to the OOUR 

concerned.    They are attached to this report   as annex III.    Owing to the 

limited time the  co-operation was concentrated mainly on three factories: 

Varda, 4 Novembar and Una. 

Good  results were always achieved through direct  co-operation with the 

OOURs,  in spite of the rather short time.    As a result of the effort  and 

enthusiasm of the staffs of the factories,  all the different prototypes wera 

ready on the date promised. 

Varda at Vifegrad 

The consultant discussed various designs with two designers, Mr. Faruk 

and Mr. Alija,  during the first  part  of this mission.    The designs were 

accepted and samples were made over the summer;    the furniture was ready for 

the exhibition at Zagreb in September.    It  consisted of a wall system, a sit- 

ting group,  a bar-dining table and chairs and a low sitting group - all in 

pine of a rather good quality, which no doubt will be improved as soon as 

production starts.    Varda»s future production is going to be 40 per cent pine 

and 60 per cent  in veneered case. 

During the last visit to Varda corrections and recommendations were also 

made regarding several groups of furniture in pine that were not  shown at 

Zagreb;    there remain some corrections to be made, but the work seems 

promising. 

Co-operation with 4 Hovembar at Bihac" 

A range of office furniture partly designed during the consultant«s stay 

at Sarajevo in the spring and finished in Denmark was adopted and samples 

were produced during the summer.    The range consists of desks in four versions 

and a system of cabinets and bookshelves.    The furniture was made in two 

versions, one in natural be«ch with brown handles, basjs and trayfrouts, the 

other in a grey colour with the same brown parts.    TUe system is constructed 

for complete knocked-down shipment.    The Design Centre will finish the 

design of the divider and files for drawers so that they will oonform to th« 

Yugoslav standard. 

iaM^MMM^M^H^ •smmsmsmsmmmmmllmllmlBII^ 
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The quality of  the furniture will be quite good;     it   is scheduled  'o be 

exhibited at the fair for office furniture at  Zagreb i.i October. 

Go-operation with Una at Bossanska Krupa 

At Una a set  consisting of a stacking chair and two tables was discussed 

in May.    The samples were male over the summer and the furniture was 

exhibited at the Zagreb Pair in September.    This furniture is specially in- 

tended for use in congress rooms,  restaurants and hotels.     It will be made of 

natural beech and  later in a version stained  in four colours.    The chair is 

constructed so that   it will Ve possible to put   five together in a row for 

quick modifications to congress rooms.    In addition,  some of the existing 

furniture has been corrected and exhibited  in Utrecht. 

Work done at the request  of SlPAD in Denmark 

The consultant met with the director of the School for Furniture Design, 

Mr.  Gdrlov Knudsen, who was interested in future co-operation.    They 

selected a young Danish designer, Mr. Marquardsen, who would be able to start 

work at the Design Centre as soon as a date is fixed and to stay for three to 

four months.    The consultant  also met with the director of the Institut 3 for 

Technology, Mr. Morten Knudsen, to discuss quality control and future co- 

operation between the two institutes.    Documentation on Danish quality control 

was collected and delivered to Mr. Baskovic of the Institute of Wood Technology. 

Three other meetings to discuss the right counterparts (hosts and guides) 

for the study tour took place in Taastrup with people from the wood department 

of the Technical Institute. Mr. Flemming Hvidt and Mr. Borge Jensen helped to 

select  counterparts.    These will be assigned as follows: 

Mood drying, Thomas Thomas sen 

Qluing techniques, Poul Christiansen and Borge Jensen 

Quality control, Flemming Hviot 

Machine techniques, Hans M^lstrand 
Surfaoe treatment, Jörgen Resist 

Laboratory for wood protection, Brik Bores-Holt 

Upholstered furniture, Carsten Larsen 
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A   :::t  oí draw i tir-" for laboratory furniture has been turned over to 

Namentaj   in Gradacar  for investigation of the suitability of such furniture 

for the "Yugoslav market. 

Furniture from the Neretva OCMR in Konlik,  designed  in a national   style 

by Mr. Mulic and bared partly on handwork and partly on  industrial   production, 

was  investigated for future export  to Denmark.    The consultant met  with two 

.mportcrs;     both were  interested  and will  vioit  the factory as  Boon as Bamples 

are ready. 

In addition,  nome brochures on pre fabricated wooden houses were  collected, 

turned   over to and  .liccussed with  the Design Centre at   Sarajevo. 

-" -4-1-       -•' J.amm« ML-u. -*-- •— •*••" • •" ^•-•m**••-•"•^'¿L*iltÈliÈX(\tiiÊhÈMiMËÉÈÊi 
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Annex I 

TENTATIVE PROCEDURES POR A NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL 

FURNITURE COMPETITION 

(to be organized by SIPAD) 

1. Publicity:    subject of the competition;    information on who may 
participate;    deadlines and other instructions for requests (e.g.,  requests 
should be made in writing and  include address and phone number). 

2. Invitation for participation. 

3. Prizes:    total amount and how it is to be divided. 

4. Numerical identification:    project models to be marked with the same 
numbers. 

5. Rules for submission:    anonymity and the way to submit the project; 
sizes of the drawings and instructions for returning them;    date and 
address for delivery. 

6. Insurance against fire and theft. 

7. Judgement:    date and composition of the committee. 

8. Claims:    participants must not reveal names;    project must be submitted 
in time;    project must not have been published before. 

9. Rights of .participants:    if, within two months of the award of the 
prizes, a decision on production has not been taken, the author may 
make arrangements with other producers;    the copyright belongs to the 
author. 

10.      Royalty:    agreement about co-operation should be made and the royalty 
fixed before production starts. 

¡ÉÉÉÉ|ÉÉÉ—i mm mttÊIÊÎIiÊÊIÊÊtlÊ^^ mKÊmmm 
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Annex II 

REFORT ON THE MEETING WITH REPRESENTATIVE AND 

THE MANAGEMENT OF SlPAD, HELD ON '¿9 MAY  197!) 

The  consultant met   the  following STPAD  representatives! 

Mr.   M.  Pjaca,  Deputy Director General 

Mr.   Todorovi r 

Mr.   M.  Milic 

Mr.   Sarailjia 

Mr.   D.  Praskac,  Director,   SlPAD Design Centre 

Mr.   A.  Jusic,  Head, sTPAD   Research and Development Sector 

Mr.   Mercoval jtr 

Mr.   V.  Soluja,  National Project  Director 

Mrs.   J.  Stamsic,   Interpreter 

The  consultant expresped  the  following views: 

(a)    The Fair at Zapreb was not  interesting from a Scandinavian point of view, 

as much from the  standpoint of the quality as of the design; 

(to)    The  factories turned out the  same production  (programme)  competing with 

each other; 

(c) Huge  factories were being constructed without first having solved the 

problem of what  to produce; 

(d) The outlets were too small,   thus  limiting the possibility of an interest- 

ing exhibition; 

(e) There was  a lack of exchange of internal  information within SlPAD and 

among the factories; 

(f) The Design Centre   did   not work  as it was intended to;    it wae impossible 

to cope with the needs of 28 factories with the present design staff, no 

matter how skilled they might be; 

(g) The time needed for designing original pieces of furniture oould be 

fixed, and perhaps only one of 30 ideas oould be expected to reaoh the 

production stage. 

MHHM-^áÉi^aiiiMHMtiiMiaaaMaiiiiHÉkMÉ^MHteM^iÉíiUi 
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The   following recommendations were made» 

(a) To   strengthen the  staff of the Design Centre,  which would need 18 to 

?0 designers  (architects)   to serve 28 factories.     In addition,   there  could 

be  about   10 free-lance designers.     The Design Centre  should concentrate on 

designing new models,  arranging exhibitions,   and making the  sales outlets 

more interesting; 

(b) To   find a well qualified co-ordinator to be  in  charge of the whole SIPAD 

collection in order to fit the programme together.     This product  co-ordinator 

should be  responsible only to the management of SIPAD and his  job should be 

to supply  the missing link between the various OOURB,  the marketing and 

sales departments,  the graphic advertising,  the free-lance designers and 

the Design Centre; 

(c) To  direct the range of furniture more towards the institutional sector; 

(d) To use the prototype workshop partly for new experiments and new models 

and partly as a place where quality could be controlled; 

(•)    To  establish quality control after the rules of the Institute for 

Technology in Denmark or the Nobel Institut in Sweden,  form a connittee 

selected by Mr. Backovic",  and send three to four »embers together with an 

interpreter on a study tour; 

(f) To arrange a «»petition for furniture design, national or international. 

The econome questions of prises,  lioenoes etc. would have to be solved; 

(g) To establish a royalty system for free-lance designers, based on the 

production sine and on the product price fro« the factory (royalties of 

about 1 to 3 P*r cent); 

(h)    To introduce a course for furniture design in oo-operation with the 

School of Applied Art| 

(i)    To train the workers so that they feel responsible for their own work, 

sua to train the salespeople so that they are able to give better informa- 

tion about quality, aaintenanoe etc; 

(J)    To ohaage the salea outletst    perhaps reduoe their nuaber;    asfce the« 

larger and aore interesting!    also inolude lighting applienoes, oarpets and 

deooratioas.   lVen planning interiors for oustoaers should be inolude«.   This 

«as a lo*s*-tera —•sarai M a start the outlet in front of the hotel "lurope" 

Edk^UBMäiM^iäiiftteii riük^«MÉMMata¡«awh 



-.'.   „; i]M,.i w   e,\, i'ì   :•    •  . 1 n:<   wi" i'''   l'^i'torui;  could vtiow   their  n» w  product;:. 

1¡.   i;„    \ml('- v   ;•  nv, *TiAP   .hould   fit.d  a  uuitat.lt   location   l'or  p ri • ison ti ng   ¡in 

i rodi.. ' .     . t;   i   '•-  : t< i  wa, ; 

(e.)    Te   l'ind  'i rood ;'r:t; !.ic d<¿;^i< r  tu   ridd   to   tht   staff.     Ut   should be   iti 

charmi   of   adv-i't. i •• .u,.-,     '¡a:i(' <-..t-  and uale¿:-   campaign-,   ¡uid Ini.   »auk  should 

¡.    • .      u-..    •.,. î   "''-U'. w ll-t.tn'*n:   for rn-w  d.vi^-n   and (;uüd   qualità; 

(i)    'iV.   .'¡-(-ii,,   •    vJ   • [¡doì-.'.I   lar.#~au^<   1< u.vot;.;   in   sYigliöh   and   ¡erman; 

(m)     To   .-tar"   M-    win.. ';!.>- deeortr>..t,t   and   to   inolud<   in   11 ¡; work   programmi' 

:narR. t   vtuü  ev   for  vari ou:-  i reduci y  or   regions;; 

1>¡.)     ¡i<   . ;,i,    •••       .-ì.-it.on of   ili   ìV'W  ! lantsi  foi'  the momtnt,   until  a decision 

»¡al  i etti   taken on wha'   they were í-OIIV   to  produce and until   they had been 

co-.' rd . nat.cd ; 

(o)    Tv  viak.   urial 1er piante  (nox ìmum '..,000 to ( ,000 n/)   in the   future since 

the,,  wo.li   ie easier to manale  in ehanfing production} 

(; )    Tv  <i< t(]T:ì.!.i   whether the .vale;:: department would be able  to   vope with the 

futurt   production  since one factory  alone  had a capacity  of 1   million tables. 

There  seemed  to  have been no marketirv research  carried out.    Production had 

not yet   been decided; 

(q)    To  Vive more   import   to  the   IFNDP/UNIDO project;    the project was far 

behind schedule.     More people from the ST^AT) top management ahould be directly- 

involved   in the   project and take   part  it* decisions, especially when these 

had    to do with  tht work programme  for experts.     There should be  a cosmttee 

meeting at   least  once a month at which   the report on project progrese and 

act: vit MU  should  be given; 

(r)    To  show greater interest in   the Design Centre since   it would be of great 

importance   if exports were to increase and new items were to be developed for 

c'6  faeton esj 

(s)    To arrange  a system of internal information within SlPAD  «n* between 

§TpAu and   the factories.    The OOURs should be »ore involved in project 

activities and should send their needs and requirements to the Centre in 

order to obtain  the proper specialist and arrange his work progra—r in 

detail.    The §IpAD newspaper could be used to inform the OOURs  about the 

activities and  recomnendationB of the experts. 

(t)   To see that  full-time counterparts were available to make full use of 

experts. 

^EEmmmElltEEmm 
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Annex Ili 

JHORT REPORTS Oti V1.ÒLT3 TO VARIOUS FACTO RIB 

i •      :¿t andará at Jaraacvo 

Thor<-  war   a me.d in,"  with tho  director  rurid  the  factory's; designer on 

iO April.     After   ri  viiut   to thp  factory,   in  a iii i-.cuüiúon of  the  quality,  i li" 

Consultant   mano   i-.oine   proposals  for changos;   m  the  ox i tit ing models-,   and  ^suggested 

ways.-,  ii.   which the   ¿conerai   quality   could   bo   improved. 

Bottor prut oct ion  of thr furniture   during   ini ornai   transport   ir* needed; 

it   should bo  protected   with wodger, of polytrtyrol   t:tnpf<.    Tho  representatives 

of the firm mentioned the turd to obtain tho design of  a furniture group 

consisting of two   uofaa,  two chairs,  a wall  system  with throe sections;  and 

one sofa tablo -   all to   be aold for Ion« than Din  ; 0,000. 

The  need for  better  contact   with the Design  Centre  wat;  also mentioned and 

the possibility  of  exchanging booke,  periodicals  and technical   information on 

such things as fittings. 

?.      The factory N«destai (kitchen furniture)   at Gradacac 

The factory  and the  exhibition were visited on 6 May with the director 

and the technical  director.   The products  and quality in general were discussed. 

The consultant thought the quality quite good and that the factory was more or 

lese on the sane level  as the German kitchen furniture factories.    The following 

recomendat ions were m ado! 

(a) To complement the system with extension plana; 

(b) To change the surfac* to a mat finish (this should be discussed with 
the sales department); 

(c) To change the handles of the glass sliding doorB which are too email 
«id cause broken nails; 

(d) To maire a system for divisions in the drawers; 

(e) To introduce a built-in light under the wall-hanging units; 

(f) To make a unit for books in the model either to hang or to be placed 
on the floor (or both); 

(f)    To make the handles and the edges of the tabletop so that they 
fit together; 

(h)    To asaure better protection of the edg«8 during transport; 

(i)    To lengthen the baseboard to match the full length of the elements; 

(j)    To put     it a booklet enumerating Bosnian specialities to   give 
as a präsent to buyers. 

•asmsma mama 
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h.   uidit ..i,,  ih.   ¡oLviidlit.v wae   discussed of co-operation with Konjuh 

r^'üninif' tibi-.'   ruai   chaire  for kitchons. 

The  yo.--, ut il it irr   ^ starting the  production of laboratory'  furniture war, 

V..-0 ,i: reused.     Th<    .-oi.r.ultant  promised to  bring drawings  in September. 

•.     Buducnost   at aamac 

Aft or the  visit  to the factory   (on 6 May) the quality and  sales  possibilities 

,,rr diccuBBcd  of tho various products     in genoral  and of the "Seherezada" 

linr  it. particular.    Some minor changes  were  proposed.    The  design of the 

wall system  (by Mr. Mulic)  is tho only  product   in the SIPAD furniture line 

which reflects   an  attempt to reproduce national style;    the  consultant 

: oli eves the   effort   deserves more  support. 

Tho sofa tablee  would look lighter if the arches under the top were raised 

about   5 to fc   cm  closer to the top. 

/..     Konjuh at  Zivinice 

Tho consultant met with the technical director and his wife, who designs 

the furniture. They visited the new plant, which has a capacity of 1 million 

tables. 

Sketches  were reviewed of various tables in different French style« which 

are to be produced in the new factory.    Some recommendations  regarding the 

existing production were made,  especially concerning the table construction. 

The   .se of  a metal  corner-fitting was  recommended.    The quality of the particle- 

boardr. was thought to be not good enough.    Much furniture is damaged during 

transport through the internal transport system. 

Because of the enormous production capacity there will be a great need 

for new design.    The consultant suggested that there should be oo-operation 

with Mr. Faruk, Mr. Mulic and others,  and that the Desi*« Centre should be 

urged to establish closer working relations. 

The problem of gluing beech in large dlBoniion (up to a diameter of 28 OB) 

was discussed.    This question could be solved by the Institute of Teohnoloer 

at Copenhagen. 

%      Hortva  at  Koniio 

The mulic* exhibition and workshop for oanring ware visited la the 

company of Mr. Mulic.   The future plsWt and pre*** io« la tais fiai* «at 

VBVaaBBmmVBaaaaaaaaffà«Ji 
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discussed.    Thiß production is going to be very interesting because it   is based 

on original  items from old Bosnian folklore;    provided the quality is good, 

thore should be a good possibility for export   all over the world. 

The size of the future factory  is  reasonable. 

t.      Luc at Trebinjc 

The Luc factory was visited on l'A May. A general discussion was held on 

quality  and design. 

Some minor changes in the existing programme for entrance furniture were 

suggested.    The future  plans for exhibitions were also  discussed. 

7»     Una at Bossanska Krupa 

The lack of original design, which is the main problem,  was discussed with 

the directors on 3 and 4 June. 

The factory makes chairB of quite good quality  and is well-suited for tables 

and chairs, both for dining-room and for institutional use.    The production 

will be in beech, oak and perhaps pine or 3pruce. 

The writing table in pine  and green lacquer needs only to have the handles 

changed and far the "Sarg" to be made in pine. 

Some corrections were agreed upon for a new group in spruce, which could 

be interest ir.f for export. The chair was changed; the table was acceptable. 

An upper cabinet to fit the existing cabinet should be produced. The handles 

should be changed.    The drawings were to be sent tc Denmark for correction. 

The possibility of establishing co-operation was discussed, and it was 

agreed to start with a stacking chair designed by the consultant, who was to 

send the drawings for prototypes to be made by September. 

The possibility was also discussed of co-operation with designers from 

the School of Furniture Design in Denmark. 

8. 

The factory and the new plant ware visited with the director and the 

technical director (Mlinaric Paro) on 4 and 5 June.    It seeas quite promising, 

with the flexible arrangea«at of production line«.    With the new line for 

laoquer treataent the factory «ill be able to turn out very good quality with 

possibilities for export.   It has just started production of the "Olympia" 

syst ea of offioe furniture. 
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.(-h  lor more  liner.,   ami  a meeting was  agreed on  at 

•oüfitulity of ce—operation  regard i tig an office line 
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CM;.-ull  u.t   had  nad.    it. Denmark. 
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!    it.  school   i'unutui'i    and  ¡;ome metal   i'unuturn. 

;>.  1 t.f   factory« 

Ai   :, ':..,i:i;,-   at   :'>ai a, • vo  nn  10 Jim,    il   waf   agreed io  start   a now Ian.   in 

..•lf,(-   j-;.,.,-(-,r,.     : ru-.!  "t   4he /ketches'  and model;- the consultant  brought   from 

D.-ianarV..    The ••ora-aH ant    : ronii-.-od to have th-  drawings  ready  before the middle 

of  Julv   ro thai   '-am le.-   <-o\.ld he made before 1 September. 

...       Varda ai ViE^i'au 

A inert mg  -.a,   hei .  with the  director, Mr. Faruk,   and Mr. Alija on 30 and 

1  May. 

i;,.* ••l0;ieh-   ,n  pine  werf   dincu^ed and   ii  war  agreed to make the following 

camples-  ready as-   prototypes-  for 1 September: 

(a)    Furniture  do-i^u-a  by Mr. Farukl 

(i)    Wall   ays-tun  an -.--on at the Fair in Zagreb but  redesigned; 

(ii)    Furniture  for hotel   and private use (seen among the  stock 
of the old factory  at Varda); 

(iii)    Outdoor furniture (tables and chairs)  in black pine (a* 
discussed at the Centre on V) of May and again at Varda); 

(iv) Lamps, screen-walls for exhibitions, since Mr. Faruk is a 
skilled architect and has some good artistic ideas; very 
nice and original furniture should result  fron this co-operation. 

The price of this furniture will be rather expensive and the production 

,-,i;,e will  probably not  reach the  vize estimated by the firn, but these it««e 

. hould make the name of Varda well-known. 

(b)    Furniture designed by Mr. Alija» 

(i)    Wall system in pine (discussed at the first visit to Varda 
on  ?8 April  and later act the Centre on 28 May) J 

(ii)   Seating group consisting of a two and three-searter aofa 
and high and low chairs; 

(iii)   Three to four sofa tables to for« the group» 

(iv)   Dining tables (three items); 

(v)    Chair and armchair for the dinin« table«. 
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Thic furniture will  form  a pood baoic production for the  factory. 

Mr. Alija has a good knowledge of the wood,   .vid thir, line might   also sell 

quite well in Scandanavia. 

Furthermore,   it  was  suggest od t hart  the co-operation with architects V 

increased so that the factory would be fully occupied.    Mr. Mulic Troni Motak 

was mentioned.    He has   3ome  ideas that  would fit Varda»s production. 

AB the consultant thought the factory had been designed much too large, 

different new product lineß were discussed to utilize the existing capacity. 

These might be» 

(a) Kitchen furniture in pine| 

(b) Requisites for kitchen or for decorative usej 

(c) Prefabricated elements for houses in pinej 

(d) Toys in pine or beech. 

It  was mentioned that  it would be possible to have  a small workshop for 

metal hardware within the Factory. 

There might be the possibility of co-operating with a factory for lorry 

production, which is located close by, to produce the wooden parts of the 

lorries. 

The possibility of arranging a permanent  exhibition of the new furniture 

either at Sarajevo or at Belgrade was also discussed. 
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Annex IV 

¡ÍFPOR? OK TI»: VISIT TO THE ZAGREB FAIR  (LÌEPTBIBER V>V)) 

Tin- penerai   imj'i'i'i'i'ioii  of  tin- ft I PAD ni arni at  the Fair wan that the quality 

i. ui   improved  .-in :<   i ìL>   ì i.rt   exhibition   in April.     Progress  war  Been  in design, 

..;•    lall.s   of tin   .voo.i furnit.ire.    Tho upholstered furniture pieces were 

ri ;11   of   a   ..üü¡. i./io!.  i ¡.at   n,;ui«' thorn  difficult  to  handle  and to tut   in. 

The  gr< 'iti A   prorroiu-   had  been mad.-  by the  following faeton os: 

VLUMP.»    Faut;.!'!   d'.-ign'd   L.v Mr.  Al,ja that   had  b<en  well-done  were  a 

wall   jy¡.-,tei¡,   ;ind  a i/.tting gi'oup   in   pine.    TIK  qv   1 ity    -f the tutting group 

w:u-   r.ot   the  lest,   tut   it  will   surely be improved     nee  produced industrially. 

A   i ur ¿.vi,   which mi ari come  changes,  and chairs  and tablee from Mi. Paruk  in 

pin»    wen     pute good;    the talle might  need some minor corrections.    The 

dining groa;   nei ded  ror,'~  change-.-,   in the construct ic n   -nd design. 

'»ametrtad.    The new kitchen programme was quite nict; both in quality and 

dec   gri, 

V rani o a.    The black—and— white dining group wae   quite nice, but needed 

come minor  corn et ioni:  in dimensions and upholstery. 

KrivaJa.    Good quality was observed in the pine furniture. 

Luc«    The changes; made  in the system since the April Fair were good 

and the quality had improved. 

Una.     The quality of the  stacking chairs and tables was quite good. 

The table top should have been placed correctly on "top of the frane.    The 

seat   should have been a bit  narrower because of the  stacking syBtnm.    The 

fittings used for the attachment  of the chairs in  rows must be changed;    those 

exhibited were not   strong enough. 

DIPAJ school furniture.    Tables and cabinets for schools were good both 

in  quality  and design.    This product  should have a good chance for mass 

production. 

4 Hoveabar.    The office furniture syst ea in a ooabination of wood and 

steel was of an acceptable quality.    The tables were about 3 to 5 OB too high 

and there was a great need for office chairs to fit the line. 
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Bosna»   Book-cases   in various sizes were quite nice both in quality 

and designi 

BuduÔnogt.    The wall units designed by Mr. Mulic were brown instead of 

green.    This was an improvement.    The quality  also seemed to be better. 

koniuh.    Tho tables and chairB for the U6SR were too high and too big. 

A sofa table with two  angles to carry the top did not   seem to fit  into the 

production and would be difficult to sell. 
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Annex V 

SUGGEST J Olio FOR A TWO-MONTH FELLOWSHIP IN 

TIDE UNITED STATES  (MAHCH-APRJ L l'>76) 

For a designer  to  have an  all-round view of  design  and exhibitions   in 

the United Staici-  of America,   it  would lie  advantageous to  join a design team 

for about  one • onth,  to  study the work  done and the way the team co-operates. 

This  should  b.   ai'ranged either through UNIDO or the representative of 

3IPAD  in New York.     The   second month could be  divided   in  euch a way    thact  the 

designer would  spend 10  days on the East  Coast,   10 days on the West Coast   and 

perhaps  S or t'  days   in Canada (Toronto  and Montreal  are the only places of 

interest   fron   a design  point  of view).    The most   important place is New York. 

Most  of  the producers have their own showrooms.    Many of them are located in 

the D i- D Building in the centre of the city. 

The following showrooms  are important: 

John Stuart  Inc.  (Roger Michaels)   ) D & D Building 

Cado Furniture Inc.  (Kai Schmidt) 

Baker Furniture { ?05 East  58th Straat 

Drexel Furniture 

T. Turner,  6?nd Street  and 2nd Avenue 

Knoll International, Park Avenue 

Hermann Miller,  Park Avenue 

Design Concepts, J.G. Furniture and Steandig Furniture Bhould also be 

visited. 

The following shops  in Now York could also be of interest« 

Bloomingdales, Third Avenue and ^8th Street 

B. Altman, Fifth Avenue and 34th Street 

Maurice Villency Inc.,  34th Street 

On the West Coast,  Los Angeles is more important than San Franc i BOO. 

The following addresses could be useful: 

Royal System Inc. (Mr. Torben Munkler) 

I385O Saticoy Street, Van Nuys (California) 

Scan Inc.  (Mr. Stig Christ ens en) 
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In San Francisco, there are two important ahopst 

3. Christian of Copenhagen    ) 

Mr. Tage Christenaen < Both in the centre 

In Chicago, most of the showrooms are in the Merchandise Mart Building; 

among some 100 firmst 

Steel Case (office furniture) 

General Fireproofing 

Knoll International 

Herman Miller 

In Atlanta, MoKeerer, Walker & Graham might be visited. 

In Canada, the following firms are worth seeing: 

Art Shoppe, 2131 Ton« Street (Mr. Martin Offman) 

Karsli*, 97 Mmter St res* 

lordioraft, 375 lorfinoh Drive 
De Boetf*s (five showrooms with good quality) 
Bobois Roche (special showroom for steel glass and painted furniture) 

lUdUEli» 

Danish House, 1480 South Service Road, Trans Canada Highway, 
Dorval (big showroom with typioal Danish furniture) 

1.0. Taliquette, 510 last Street, Caterine 

Chateau, 1125 St. Martin Laval (special glass steel) 

The bemt off io« furniture is exhibited at Place Bonoverture, 21 Biffai. 
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